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The Australian Election Study, 2013
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Used by permission from: https://www.australianelectionstudy.org/voter_studies.html
http://nesstar.ada.edu.au/webview/velocity?study=http://150.203.254.120:80/obj/fStudy/au.edu.anu.ada.ddi.01259&format=pdf&mode=transform&s&gs
Original documentation in DDI2 (Nesstar)
Highlighted where accommodated by DDI4
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1psWuBbyqeKEfyB9wC4NJP9rab46dEAHU
Documenting a Person, Including Roles
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A Contributor
<Contributor> <!-- Bean -->
<AgentName>





Referencing reusable information about the individual
DDI4 URN Referencing another DDI object






What is it?   - A URN
What Kind of URN?
Agency: Who Manages the ID space?
Version: What Version?
URN:DDI:dagstuhl17423.ddialliance.org:IdBean:1
ID: What is the ID?
A Structured String with these parts:
Documenting a Person, Including Roles














Documenting a Person, Including Roles


















“cro:” Referencing the Contribution Role Ontology
Organizational Credit
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References in DDI4: Agency, ID, and Version via URN
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Properties:  annotation  kindOfData overview   bibliographicCitation
Coverage: Topical, Temporal, Spatial















Coverage: Topical - Keywords












Keyword is of type ExternalControlledVocabularyEntry
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<Keyword><Content>Defence</Content></Keyword>
We saw this before






ontology/blob/master/diagrams/ContributionRoleHierarchy.png     
</Uri>
</Term>
Term is of type ExternalControlledVocabularyEntry
“External”      ControlledVocabulary
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The URI could be a DDI4 URN, indicating a shared (reusable) vocabulary described in DDI4
Coverage: Topical – Topics (Subjects)
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<Subject><Content>Politics</Content></Subject>
<Subject>






































Using ISO code for Australia
Referencing reusable “nation”  and “Australia” 
Coverage - Spatial
















Reusable documentation for “Nation”
Reusable documentation for “Australia” 
as a Nation
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Annotation examples
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<TypeOfResource><Content>Australian Election Study</Content></TypeOfResource>
<Title>
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Substantive value domain (ISO11404)
Data - Variables
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Sentinel value domain (ISO11404)
Data - Variables
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ValueDomains Enumerated Value Domain - CodeList
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ValueDomains - Code and Category
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<Content> /[ A-Z]{1,255}/ </Content>
</RegularExpression>
</ValueAndConceptDescription>
A Physical File (CSV subset of original study)




































PhysicalDataSet has segments. Segments have Layouts






























<LanguageSpecificStructuredString>A simple comma delimited layout with one header 
line containing variable names. No text values contain commas so quotes are not 
used.</LanguageSpecificStructuredString>
</Overview>
This describes a “classic” CSV
UnitSegmentLayout also can be ordered


























ValueMapping – in the CSV file the Representation is a String
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Variable Statistics – Summary Statistics








Followed by HasSummaryStatistic and or HasCategoryStatistic elements
Variable Statistics – Summary Statistics















Summary Statistics – Categorical 
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